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The Ruin

Located in the heart of horse and bourbon country,
this modernized home was built on—and with—pure Kentucky history
BY CHRISTINA NOLL
PHOTOGRAPHY BY WALT ROYCRAFT

old with new, this homeowner built
1 Blending
around the remaining walls of an old distillery
to create a beautiful modern home.

I

magine a place where Kentucky’s love of horses and bourbon come together in
one idyllic spot, tucked away just around the bend of a classic country road in the
heart of the Bluegrass. It might seem odd, that a place made of grace and beauty,
surrounded by grand stone walls and nestled among a scenic backdrop should be
called The Ruin. But the name of this special place speaks only to its past—and that
which gives this old Kentucky home its storied history.
The Ruin is home to Ron and Elise Wallace, located in Woodford County near
Woodford Reserve and the new Taylor Distillery. Surrounded by world-renowned
horse farms, including Ashford Stud, Gainsborough Stud, Airdrie Stud, Diamond
A, Brookdale and Stonestreet Farms, the 8-acre property also houses a two-suite
Bed and Breakfast, operated by the Wallaces.
Initially constructed as Glen Springs bourbon distillery in the 1800s, the property
is thought to have been where James Crow started before he moved to Woodford
Reserve. Left unattended for many years, it did not seem likely that in its poor
repair it would ever become inhabitable. In fact, when the Wallaces discovered
what would become their dream home, it was quite by accident.
“We looked for six months, at farms and houses,” explains Ron, known for his
expertise in building and designing horse farms, many of which are in the area. “We
saw that the house by the road was for sale, but we bought the property for the
distillery,” he says. “It was in ruins, caved in, when we found it. Everyone thought
we were crazy.”
“We drove by and it had a roof that was caving in, but we knew it was for us right
away. It was a garden center at that time, but it has been everything—it was a
distillery and even a tobacco farm at one time,” says Elise, a family therapist. The
transformation has been so immense that the Wallaces documented it through
photos, which they have collected into a coffee table book for visitors to view.
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2 To create the look and feel of an authentic
log cabin, the Wallaces used logs from a
1700s cabin previously located on nearby
Hopewell Farm. Logs from the cabin
were used to create both wall and floor
boards in the new home. The front door
was made from the scaffolding used during
construction of the home. A stairway leads to
a loft area that holds a cozy den-like retreat
above the main living area.
3 A cozy loft created above the main
living space provides a private place for
the Wallaces to unwind. From this vantage
point, the family can take in the main living
space below. Ceiling beams are from a train
warehouse that had been torn down.
4 A spacious main living area includes
materials from the property, including
some boards from an original tobacco
barn. Other materials were salvaged from
local farms and even a railroad yard in
Virginia. During the designing phase,
Wilmes added a row of operable windows
near the ceiling; when open they create
a chimney effect to release hot air in
summer. To get to the windows, Wilmes
designed a catwalk on rafters.

The end result of hard work and time well spent is a
beautiful structure that both maintains the roots of
the property while providing a modern, comfortable
home. At 3,435 square feet, the home includes two
bedrooms, two bathrooms, a large living space,
modern kitchen, enclosed porch and den loft. “I
had the idea but our builder, Phil Gerrow, really
brought it to life and made it happen,” says Ron.
The guest house, where visitors to the Bed and
Breakfast will now lodge, was constructed first, and
was home to Ron and Elise while the main house
was under construction. Everything that could
be salvaged was removed from the old distillery,
including a lot of wood and some stone. The area
was then bulldozed clean for the construction.
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“Most of this structure wasn’t here before,” explains
Elise. “But we were able to use much of the wood
that was here and reconfigure it for the new home.”
The Wallaces had intended to lay a slab foundation
for the new structure. “It had been a distillery, so I
assumed it had a solid foundation, but not at all,”
says Ron. “We had to dig it out, down to rock, in
order to form the foundation.” In the process they
found the vats used during the distillery days, made
out of stone. “We used those stones to make the
fireplace,” he explains.
In fact almost everywhere you turn in the house you
find something that has been salvaged, either from
this property, or somewhere nearby. “The large logs
are from a 1700s log cabin from Hopewell Farm,”
says Ron. “We made boards, and we used one side
for the walls and one side for the floors.”
The ceiling is composed of old fence boards from
area horse farms and the long beams traversing
the main living area came from a railroad yard in
Virginia. “However, the beams with the notches
in them (in the ceiling) came from here, and that’s
what the bourbon barrels were stored on,” explains
Ron. Even the door, which was the last thing
completed, is made out of the scaffolding used
during construction on the home.
The reclaimed materials give the home just the right
rustic feel to live up to the property’s history. Although
Ron sketched out the initial design of the home,
architect Tom Wilmes drew up the final concept. The
height of the original front limestone wall led to the
overall cathedral design of the main room. A catwalk
around the upper portion helps break up the tall walls
and enables the Wallaces to access the windows along
the top of the walls, as well.
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5 Guests who stay at The Ruin Bed and Breakfast may gather in any of the
main living areas, including the dining area located centrally in the main living
space, adjacent to the glassed-in porch. Twin hallways extend off either side of
this room and lead to the two private family bedrooms in the home.
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6 Ample seating is available in the main living area near the stone fireplace
which was created using stones found on the property. Many of the doors in
the home were built from reclaimed lumber from an old tobacco warehouse
in Louisville and fastened with antique wrought iron hardware. Furniture
throughout the home is a mix of items the Wallaces already owned or
purchased as needed, maintaining their own relaxed style.

7 Perhaps the most modern feeling
room in the house, the kitchen retains
some rustic elements. Logs that help make
up the ceiling are from a local cabin and still
have their original bark. Several cross beams
in the ceiling are from the property, too. The wood
is balanced with granite countertops, stainless steel
appliances and a simple, glaze finish on the cabinets.
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““We drove by and it had a roof that was caving
in, but we knew it was for us right away.”
-Elise Wallace
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8 The second bedroom in the home, which serves as
both guest bedroom and an office for Ron, gives a nod
to the distillery originally located on the property.
Half-cut bourbon barrels form a display above the
guest bed where they sit on the same beams that once
held barrels in the distillery long ago.
9 Sitting center stage among the salvaged wall and
floor materials, the four-poster bed overlooks beautiful
Kentucky bluegrass, including some of the original
stone walls of The Ruin. Sliding glass doors allow the
Wallaces to move seamlessly from bedroom to private
outdoor sitting area.
10 Situated in the back corner of the home, where the
two original stone walls meet, the master bathroom
offers luxury with a natural finish. An open shower
concept and streamlined, open twin vanities stay with
the simple lines and uncomplicated feel evoked by the
exposed native materials.
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Despite the abundance of reclaimed wood and stone, the
house has an open, bright feel. “I was always afraid this
was going to be a dark house, but it’s not. Every time we
put a window in the plan, I said bigger,” he jokes. “So we
have huge windows and plenty of light.”
Once the home was complete, the Wallaces saw an
opportunity to use the guest house as a Bed and
Breakfast. “We thought, we have all this room, and we
like to share it, and we like visiting with people, so we’ll
try it,” says Elise. “It was a natural idea.” In fact, the
Wallaces have previous experience running a similar
venture on a ranch in Colorado, west of Denver. Here
in Kentucky, they expect to play host to visitors enjoying
everything the area has to offer, including seasonal horse
related events and the popular Bourbon Trail.
The guest house features two bedrooms, each with an
ensuite bath, along with a shared living space, kitchenette
and rear-facing veranda overlooking farmland. Nearby
Glens Creek provides tranquil background noise and the
promise of a delicious home-cooked breakfast is sure to
entice visitors back to these gracious hosts.
You can learn more about The Ruin, including more of the
history and information about staying at the Bed and Breakfast
at www.theruinbnb.com.
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